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Emma Lou Diemer (b. 1927) is a leading American composer, pianist, and educator. 

Although she composed many outstanding advanced-level piano works, she also believes that 

composing for other levels is a good discipline for composers. Her two collections Reaching Out 

and Travels Through Sound contain various contemporary techniques that are highly 

approachable for intermediate-level students. The purpose of this study is to provide a 

pedagogical guide to contemporary elements present in these collections, which are ideal for 

developing skills that can prepare intermediate-level students for more complex modern music. 

Diemer incorporates such contemporary features as complex rhythms and meters, non-traditional 

notations, and extended piano techniques, as well as non-traditional textures and forms. These 

techniques are presented in a compact and informative but not too complicated manner, so that 

intermediate-level students can master them. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to provide a pedagogical guide of contemporary elements 

present in two intermediate collections for piano solo by Emma Lou Diemer (b. 1927): Travels 

Through Sound (2004) and Reaching Out (2004). Studying these works can help intermediate 

level students wishing to explore and understand contemporary performance techniques. In 

addition, these pieces are ideal for developing skills that can prepare such students for more 

complex modern music. Both Reaching Out (18 pieces) and Travels Through Sound (18 pieces) 

consist of works designed primarily for intermediate-level students. Diemer incorporated an 

important number of contemporary features, including complex rhythms and meters, non-

traditional notations, and extended piano techniques, as well as non-traditional textures and 

forms. These techniques are presented in a compact and informative but not too complicated 

manner, so that intermediate students can master them. Given the large number of pieces in both 

collections, students are able to practice and develop skills encompassing a wide variety of 

contemporary techniques.  

1.1 State of Research 

As musical instruments have developed and improved over time, composers have 

explored new sonorities and techniques, constantly challenging themselves to incorporate novel 

elements in their works. This trend has continued into the twenty-first century, as can be seen by 

the large body of works written in the last two decades. These modern pieces are filled with 

creative and unexpected elements.   

Although current piano teachers and students should not neglect any particular period of 

music, many pianists avoid contemporary repertoire due to lack of knowledge about 
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contemporary techniques. Most mainstream pedagogical methodologies are designed for music 

from the “common practice period,” or the Baroque period through the nineteenth century. 

Rebecca Billock believes that neglecting twentieth-century music in piano teaching means that 

students have no chance to build up a basic sense of contemporary music.1 The large number of 

pieces in Diemer’s collections allows intermediate students to build up knowledge about 

contemporary music and develop their skills to perform more advanced repertoire.    

For contemporary music, younger students commonly face two major dilemmas: a) 

finding music that is appropriate for their level, and b) knowing how to interpret contemporary 

elements accurately. These problems make contemporary works less approachable for many 

aspiring students. Billock, Jane Weiner LePage,2 and Ellen Thompson3 have researched works 

by twentieth-century composers and compiled a list of musical examples designed for 

pedagogical purposes. These resources might solve the first dilemma, but presenting a list of 

works with only short passages from pieces is not ideal for intermediate students. In addition, 

many guidelines that do exist in relation to intermediate-level contemporary repertoire are 

directed more toward piano teachers than students, so students have little to guide them directly. 

My study is geared to students who wish to become familiar with contemporary music and are 

willing to learn and practice themselves. 

I define intermediate-level students as those who have been studying the piano for two or 

three years and have such skills as reasonable accuracy of note reading, understanding meters, 

                                                 
1 Rebecca Billock, “Intermediate Piano Pieces by Seven Women of the Twentieth Century: Marion Bauer, Germaine 
Tailleferre, Ruth Crawford Seeger, Sofie Gubaidulina, Emma Lou Diemer, Chen Yi, and Karen Tanaka” (DMA 
document, University of Washington, 2003), 3.   
2 Jane Weiner LePage, Women Composers, Conductors, and Musicians of the Twentieth Century: Selected 
Biographies (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1980). 
3 Ellen Thompson, Teaching and Understanding Contemporary Piano Music (San Diego, CA: Kjos West, 1976). 
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and rhythmic patterns, and performing with correct fingering, dynamics, and articulation.4 

One reason for specifically choosing the two collections of Diemer is that they are readily 

accessible. Diemer herself composed many other collections, such as Space Suite, Three Pieces 

for Piano, and Sound Picture, but they are scattered among method books or out of print.5  

Both Reaching Out and Travels Through Sound include relatively short pieces, ranging 

from less than one page to three pages in length. These two collections are more suitable for 

students who have had no background in performing contemporary music. Travels Through 

Sound was first published in 1987 under the name Adventures in Sound. A second edition reflects 

the revised title, in addition to incorporating three new pieces, “Sailing on a Quiet Sea,” “Bells 

on a Starry Night,” and “We Won the Race!” It also includes remarks about the notation used in 

both collections. Dennis P. Johns briefly introduces and describes this set: “Adventures in Sound 

provides an almost encyclopedic introduction to many of the techniques and styles that have 

developed in twentieth-century piano music.”6 Johns also documents an interview he had with 

Diemer, where he asked a question about the structure of the pieces in Adventures in Sound. He 

mentioned that each piece seems to have one or two ideas, and she replied: 

I wanted them to be contrasted, the various little pieces in it. I may have even composed 
those in order, For the most part, though, I would write one, and then the next one would 
be different from that and I try to do different types of things in each piece-but within 
each piece, as you say, just have a couple of ideas.7 
 

Johns described the contemporary features only briefly and does not provide information for 

students on how to approach the pieces on their own. Two pieces from Reaching Out are 

                                                 
4 Marienne Uszler et al., The Well-Tempered Keyboard Teacher (New York: Schirmer Books, 1991), 81–82. 
5 Billock, 58–60. 
6 Dennis P. Johns, “The Solo Piano Works of Emma Lou Diemer through 1991” (M.M. thesis, Bowling Green State 
University, 2001), 39. 
7 Johns, 76. 
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mentioned in an article by Kevin Richmond and Chin-Ming Lin’s doctoral dissertation.8 

However, these resources are intended primarily for professional musicians.  

The presence of a large number of modern techniques in these two collections can help 

improve students’ awareness of such facets of contemporary music as new terminology, non-

traditional notation, and unconventional playing methods. Furthermore, each piece has a program 

title, which allows students to be more conscious of the primary techniques used as well as the 

mood or character for each piece. Consequently, performing this music will help students feel 

more comfortable when approaching other contemporary works. In this dissertation, I will 

discuss each piece and give an in-depth description of the contemporary elements and techniques 

that Diemer incorporated then provide guidelines from a pedagogical perspective that can help 

students to learn and play contemporary music effectively. 

                                                 
8 Kevin Richmond, “Non-Traditional Notation and Techniques,” MTNA e-Journal, February 2013; Chin-Ming Lin, 
“Three Sonatas for Piano by Emma Lou Diemer” (DMA document, Louisiana State University, 2007). 
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CHAPTER 2 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON EMMA LOU DIEMER 

Emma Lou Diemer is an American composer, pianist, organist, and educator.9  She was 

born into a musical family in 1927 in Kansas City, Missouri. Her mother, Myrtle Casebolt, was a 

church organist. Her siblings, Dorothy, John, and George Jr., played piano and in addition 

Dorothy played flute, John cello, and George trumpet.10 From an early age onward, Diemer 

studied piano and organ, and her musical talent led her to perform often in public. She also 

started composing her own works at the age of six. Diemer has observed: 

There was no time in my life that I didn’t love music and playing the piano. During high 
school I would write music in the morning, before going to classes…. When I decided to 
be a composer, I knew there were great men composers and naturally I would become a 
women composer.11  

Diemer enrolled at the Eastman School of Music and studied piano, theory, and 

composition. She continued her studies at Central Missouri State Teachers’ College, and later 

transferred to Yale School of Music to finish her training. At Yale, she studied composition with 

Richard Donovan (1891-1970) and Paul Hindemith (1895-1963), notable figures in twentieth-

century music. Hindemith’s philosophy in particular profoundly affected her as both composer 

and teacher.12 Although Diemer’s music does not resemble Hindemith’s, she admired his linear 

style of counterpoint and free tonality.13 His philosophy of “writing a lot of different kinds of 

9 Therese Ellsworth, “Composers in Academia: Women Composers at American Colleges and Universities,” 
Contemporary Music Review 20 (August 2009): 27–36. 
10 Ellen Grolman Schlegel, Emma Lou Diemer; A Bio-Bibliography (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2001), 2. 
11 LePage, 55.  
12 JoAnn Kinghorn Rediger, “Videotaped Interviews with Emma Lou Diemer: Her Compositional and Personal 
Perspectives” (DMA document, Ball State University, 1994), 70. 
13 Schlegel, 9. 
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music for different [media] on different levels of difficulty” also remained with her throughout 

her life as composer and educator.14 

Diemer’s compositional language embraces various musical styles and techniques. In her 

early period, she adopted Romantic and Neo-Classical styles. As she observed, “I was influenced 

by the music of Frédéric Chopin, Claude Debussy and especially the big sound of George 

Gershwin.”15 She has also credited the influence of Béla Bartók, Igor Stravinsky, and Sergei 

Prokofiev. From them, Diemer adopted the treatment of the keyboard as a percussion instrument, 

elements of jazz and folk music, shifting tonalities, and rich sonorities.16  Later, her curiosity 

extended to electronic music, and she adopted elements of minimalism and twentieth-century 

piano techniques.17 After experimenting with this assortment, she settled into a “well-balanced” 

idiom that lies somewhere between conservative and contemporary compositional language.18  

Diemer taught at the University of Maryland, College Park from 1967 to 1970, then 

served as professor of theory and composition at the University of California, Santa Barbara 

(UCSB) until 1991. One of the highlights of her career as an educator was her participation in the 

Ford Foundation’s Young Composer Program (1959-1961) as a composer-in-residence.19 During 

her residency, Diemer interacted with schoolteachers and students, and at this time she 

discovered that the existing contemporary repertoire for intermediate-level students was 

                                                 
14 Schlegel, 9. 
15 Schlegel, 7.  
16 Leta Horan, “A Performer’s Guide to Emma Lou Diemer’s Seven Etudes for Piano” (DMA document, Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, 1987), 11. 
17 Lin.  
18 Cynthia Clark Brown, “Emma Lou Diemer, Composer, Performer, Educator, Church Musician” (DMA document, 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1985), 22. 
19 Schlegel, 11. 
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inadequate.20 She then began composing several works for pedagogical purposes from beginner 

up to advanced level. She stated that  

Writing for non-professional musical groups is a good discipline for the composer. The 
music must not be too out of reach technically, and I believe it should have almost 
immediate appeal. It is this feeling of spontaneity that I like to attain in writing in a style 
not too removed from the past, but not too enmeshed in it, lest I myself become bored. 
The ability to write in both rather simple and rather complex style for different works 
makes composing both a pleasure and a challenge.21 
 

Diemer’s blending of contemporary and traditional styles helps to make her compositions 

approachable for students. 

Diemer’s musical background, her mastery of various musical styles, and her lifetime of 

experience as an educator went into creating these extensive collections. This dissertation 

provides an in-depth study of the collections, showing how Diemer incorporates contemporary 

techniques and giving advice on how to perform them.  

  

                                                 
20 Schlegel, 14.  
21 LePage, 60.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RHYTHM AND METER 

One of the primary challenges of contemporary music is how to accurately perform 

abrupt changes in rhythm, harmony, texture, and form.22 Contemporary music is often perceived 

as being less traditionally melodic than music from the “common practice period.” This is 

because contemporary works usually involve rhythmic complexities such as multi-meters, which 

present a noticeable visual and auditory challenge to students. Although earlier composers such 

as Robert Schumann, Johannes Brahms, and Claude Debussy incorporated rhythmic features 

such as syncopation or hemiola into their works, modern composers have expanded rhythmic 

intricacies in much more diverse and unpredictable ways.23  

One of the main characteristics of Diemer’s musical language is her frequent use of 

rhythmic complexity for expressive purposes. In this regard, she has acknowledged the influence 

of composers such as Gershwin, Prokofiev, and Bartók.24 Rhythmic complexities are present in 

the two sets selected for this dissertation. By studying them, students can explore important 

aspects such as asymmetric divisions, asymmetric meters, and changing or alternating meters. 

Furthermore, students can learn how to control the flexibility of rhythms and multi-meters in 

order to achieve unity in performance and accurately convey musical works of this time period. 

3.1 Asymmetric Division 

Contemporary composers are known for deconstructing meters in various ways. The 

meaning of bar lines has become vague in many modern pieces, causing a displacement of the 

22 Jessica Johnson, “Exploring New Sounds,” The American Music Teacher, April/May 2005, 29, 54–55. 
23 Thompson, 49.  
24 Schlegel, 7. 
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strong beat that normally occurs at the beginning of each measure.25 In addition, the expansion 

of common rhythmic patterns has led composers to divide phrases and meters asymmetrically. 

One of the first works to inspire the use of such asymmetric divisions was Bartók’s well-known 

Mikrokosmos.  In this collection, it is common to find, for instance, 4/4 meters that have been 

reorganized as 3+3+2/8 or 3+2+3/8. An asymmetric meter such as 3/2 is generally perceived as 

indicating unequal groupings. These changes add complexity to an element that has been 

traditionally somewhat simple, or at least, not as evolved.  

In summary, asymmetric motives and meter allow for a certain degree of rhythmic 

freedom and are an extension of the concepts of time signature and bar line. Consequently, this 

creates asymmetric phrasings (for example phrases of three, five, or seven measures) rather than 

traditional phrase lengths (four or eight measures).26 

3.1.1 “Over and Over,” from Travels Through Sound  

“Over and Over” is an accessible piece for understanding and assimilating the concept of 

asymmetric rhythm divisions. Although the piece is written in 4/4 time, the rhythmic patterns 

actually divide the meter into 3+3+2/8 (see Example 3-1). Students should focus on the 

steadiness of the eighth-note patterns. In addition, using the fingerings 1-2-3 in the right hand 

and 3-2-1 in the left hand will help steadiness of the tempo. The piece is suitable even for 

beginner-level students, so overall it is an excellent work to introduce asymmetric divisions.  

  

                                                 
25 Thompson, 51. 
26 Thompson, 154. 
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Example 3-1: Emma Lou Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Over and Over,” mm. 1-7  

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 

3.1.2  “Old Spanish Town,” from Travels Through Sound  

This piece has a 4/4 time signature, but the asymmetric rhythmic division of 3+3+2/8 

deconstructs the meter. Diemer emphasizes this asymmetry even more through the use of shifting 

accents and tied notes. In addition, the piece involves both playing and tapping on the keyboard. 

The first tapping section appears to be straightforward in rhythm, but an asymmetric rhythm is 

introduced in the left hand (see Example 3-2), and there are two different types of tapping 

motives in each hand (mm. 1-2 and 17-18). Therefore, students should practice these motives 

separately to master them thoroughly. They should also use eighth notes rather than quarter notes 

as a counting reference. Furthermore, the pedal should be kept down for long periods of time 

throughout the piece, which works well with the tapping sections. However, the pedal makes it 

more difficult to create an accurate staccato articulation in the sections where the hands have to 

play in this style. Therefore, I suggest that students change and release the pedal frequently (see 

Example 3-2).  
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Example 3-2: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Old Spanish Town,” mm. 1-18 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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3.1.3 “Contemplation,” from Travels Through Sound 

This piece exemplifies the use of asymmetric phrasing (see Example 3-3). Before playing 

the piece, students should clearly define the irregularity of each phrase. Later, they should also 

practice expressing the two main contrasting features that occur throughout the piece: lyrical 

melody vs. pizzicato-like accompaniment, and lyrical line motive vs. angular motive. In order to 

correctly execute the asymmetrical phrasing present in the piece, students should be precise 

about the dynamics. Emphasizing the half-note slurs in mm. 5 and 16 will help them distinguish 

both asymmetric divisions and angular motives. Also, although the tempo of the piece is slow 

and the time signature is 4/4, students could count “in two,” in order to facilitate a smooth legato 

and an even pizzicato-like accompaniment. 

3.1.4 “Slow, Sad Waltz,” from Reaching Out 

The main contemporary element present in this piece is asymmetric phrasing (mm. 18-

23), which does not fit into a typical waltz form. Students must distinguish this asymmetric 

phrasing (five measures in length) and strive for a smooth legato while holding the tied notes 

(see Example 3-4). They must also figure out the cadence point by looking at the progression of 

the inner voice, which should be made prominent. In order to enhance the inner voice, students 

may try the following fingerings: 3-2 resolving to 1 in the left hand in m. 18; 1-2-4 resolving to 3 

in the left hand in mm. 23-24. 
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Example 3-3: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Contemplation,” mm. 1-19 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 3-4: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Slow and Waltz,” mm. 18-28 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
  

3.1.5 “Happy Dance,” from Reaching Out 

In this piece, Diemer incorporates asymmetric division via rests and shifted accents. If 

students count rhythms as they normally do when there are three beats to a measure, it will be 

more difficult to execute the rhythm and accents. Therefore, students may count in two at first, 

and once they can play the piece at a metronome marking of dotted half note = 84-92, they will 

be able to count in one, as suggested. Shifting accents mark the beginning of each phrase, so 

students should emphasize these accents while they practice. They should also pay attention to 

the interesting inner voice occurring in the left hand. Bringing out the sound of this inner voice 

(C-B and C-B-B-flat), will help them recognize the asymmetric phrasing more easily.  
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Example 3-5: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Happy Dance,” mm. 9-17 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

3.2 Changing or Alternating Meter 

In works from the “common practice period,” one might see meter changes once or twice 

in a piece. Music of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, however, often contains multiple 

meters and frequent changes. Playing music that uses multiple meters or continually switches 

back and forth between meters and perhaps includes irregular measure lengths requires students 

to be accurate in rhythm. Subdivision is essential for understanding and clarifying all the 

rhythms and playing them accurately. Jessica Johnson, assistant professor of piano and director 

of graduate studies in piano pedagogy at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, writes: “Initially, 

practicing with the metronome set to the eighth-note (the smallest subdivision of the beat) helps 

develop a steady inner pulse within the shifting meter context.”27 Tapping the rhythm prior to 

playing a piece is also strongly encouraged. 

                                                 
27 Johnson, 54–55.  
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3.2.1 “Go Fourth,” from Travels Through Sound 

As its title suggests, this piece features fourths. The use of a staccato articulation is also 

widely employed. More importantly, the piece contains two alternative motives: an ostinato 

motive in the left hand (m. 1) and an alternating arpeggiated motive for both hands in m. 8 (see 

Example 3-6). When the two-handed motive occurs, Diemer incorporates three alternating 

meters: 3/4, 4/4, and 5/4. In order to be comfortable playing these various meters, students could 

count using an eighth-note subdivision of the beat or with a syllable system such as ta or ti-ti. 

Finding a suitable fingering is a crucial factor when students are playing ostinato motives, as this 

can help control the steadiness of the rhythm when playing staccato at a fast tempo. I suggest 

using the fingering 1-3 instead of 2-5 for the fourth-intervals that are played with the right hand. 

At the alternating arpeggio section (m. 8), students may try the fingerings 3-1-1-3 for the right 

hand and 1-2-3-1 for the left hand. Finally, I suggest using the fingerings 4-1-3-1 for any 

ascending pattern, such as that in m. 1, and 1-3-1-4 for any descending pattern, such as the one in 

m. 4.  

3.2.2 “Out of Africa,” from Travels Through Sound 

The primary challenge of this piece is the changing meters throughout piece. Unlike other 

examples, the changes happen in both the number of beats in a measure (such as the switch from 

5/4 to 4/4 in mm. 1-2) and the note values (such as the 5/8 to 2/4 change in mm. 6-7). Therefore, 

students should count using a syllable system. When the meter changes to 5/8 this pattern lasts 

for two measures, so at an early practicing stage it will be helpful to think of the time signature 

as being in 5/4. Then, once students fully understand the rhythm, they should count in one, which 

will intensify the accelerando occurring from m. 6 to m. 10 (see Example 3-7). Another feature 

worth mentioning is the chord built on a major-seventh interval; intermediate students are 
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generally unfamiliar with this chord at this point. The mixture of dissonant sounds created by 

these seventh chords, in addition to the accents and staccato articulation, create a percussive 

character for this piece. In order to maintain a strong beat and strict rhythm, I suggest using 

fingers 1-5 in the chords, rather than switching to 1-4 (m. 1). 

Example 3-6: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Go Fourth,” mm. 1-16 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 3-7: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Out of Africa,” mm. 1-10 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

3.2.3 “Drumming It Up,” from Reaching Out 

The primary challenge in this piece is its alternating meters, as almost every measure has 

a different time signature. The work should also be played at a very fast tempo (see Example 3-
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8). Since the first phrase (mm. 1-5) has a tenuto marking that behaves as syncopation, counting 

the rhythms is more complicated than in the second phrase (mm. 6-10). To capture the rhythmic 

subtlety of the piece, students may use two different approaches to these two phrases. The first 

five measures should be re-grouped into a 2/4 meter, so that students can keep a single way of 

counting and bring out more easily the tenuto on weak beats. For the second phrase, students can 

count it as written. They may also try grouping two measures into one 5/4 measure, in which the 

first and fourth beats will be accented.  

Example 3-8: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Drumming It Up,” mm. 1-4, 6-10 

 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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3.3 Percussive Effects  

Diemer’s inspiration for percussive effects generally comes from contemporary 

composers such as Bartók and Prokofiev.28 Composers usually incorporate percussive effects in 

different ways: 1) energetic and driving sounds, 2) percussive playing methods (such as tapping 

the outside parts of the piano) and 3) mimicking the sounds of percussion instruments. All of 

these techniques involve expanding rhythmic ideas, including asymmetric division, driving 

rhythm, and shifting accents.  

The toccata is not the only genre of piano music associated with percussive effects, 

although generally works bearing that title are associated with them. In relation to her own “Busy 

Toccata,” from Reaching Out, Diemer states: “I think it is an important work because it is 

audience-accessible, it is not overly difficult, and it incorporates 20th-century techniques, 

melding them with more traditional ones.”29  

3.3.1 “We Won the Race!” from Travels Through Sound 

This piece features several contemporary elements: percussive sounds, alternating meters, 

shifting accents, three-note finger clusters, and wide leaping positions. All of these features 

combine to evoke a “toccata”- like character. In order to keep the rhythm crisp and incisive, 

students need to count eighth notes throughout, regardless of the alternating meters (see Example 

3-9). For the three-note cluster (mm. 8 and 17), fingers 1-2-3 should be used for strength and to 

have a more definite sound quality. Dynamics drastically change while both hands are leaping 

registers (mm. 12-20). Students should prepare the next hand positions in advance to prevent 

playing wrong notes and to anticipate the subito dynamics.   

                                                 
28 Schlegel, 7. 
29 Johns, 35. 
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Example 3-9: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “We Won the Race!,” mm. 1-20 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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3.3.2 “Surprises,” from Reaching Out 

This is a medium-tempo piece for students to learn percussive effects. Diemer attempts to 

imitate the sound effects and character of percussion instruments. The left-hand ostinato patterns 

create a subtle bass line.  To keep the soft resonant sound of the percussive effect, students 

should bounce their left hand, but not too much, and not lift it too actively, even though the 

chords have staccato markings. It is important for students to control their dynamics, 

maintaining a mp range throughout the piece. In the right hand, there are two “surprise” 

elements: unexpected chords (mm. 4 and 9), which are marked sforzandi with accent marks (see 

Example 3-10a), and a tremolo motive at the end (see Example 3-10b). Students need to be 

precise with the rhythm of the tremolo motive to build an intense crescendo toward the A-flat. 

Also, students may play the last D-flat octave with both thumbs to bring out the sforzando. 

3.3.3 “Chatter,” from Reaching Out 

Diemer employs a few contemporary techniques in this piece, including driving rhythms, 

alternating meters, and shifting accents; these are aimed at presenting an overall percussive 

sound. This piece uses short motivic ideas in a toccata-like manner (see Example 3-11), where 

each motive is percussive in a different way. The first motive (mm. 1-2 and 6-7) is all about the 

driving rhythm, which is associated with dynamic changes. Students should express these 

changes gradually within one measure, which requires careful control of the hands. The second 

arpeggiated motivic idea, or “interruption” (m. 3), features alternating meters. The time signature 

suddenly changes from 4/4 to 2/4. Students may subdivide the 4/4 meter from the beginning, 

which will facilitate counting when the meter changes. The next motive (mm. 4-5) contains 

shifting accents. In this case, the accents in the fourth beat actually help intermediate students not 

to run into the next measure because of the right hand’s offbeat melody. Students should be able 
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to distinguish these elements, so they can bring out the piece’s percussive sounds in a clear 

fashion.  

Example 3-10: (a) Diemer, Reaching Out; “Surprises,” mm. 1-10 

 
 

(b) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Surprises,” mm. 23-25 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 3-11: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Chatter,” mm. 1-7 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

3.3.4 “Busy Toccata,” from Reaching Out 

There are three different motives in this piece, all of which have a rhythmic challenge 

related to creating a percussive sonority (see Examples III-12a and III-12b). In the first motive, 

students should pay attention to the steadiness and sharpness of the rhythm. The auxiliary 

dynamics might disrupt the steadiness of the beat, so using a metronome when practicing to 

increase control might be helpful. Students may try the following fingerings in mm. 10-11, in 

order to avoid using the thumb on G-flat while both hands are staying in a close position. The 

second motive (m. 18) is more lyrical than the first one, but it is rhythmically more challenging. 
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Not having a note on the downbeat might make it more difficult to coordinate both hands. By 

adding an accent on the first sixteenth note of the second beat, students will not lose tension in 

the rhythm. The last motive (m. 20), which features syncopation by way of shifting accents and a 

tie, is the most challenging to count. At the early stages of practice, students should count eighth 

notes as the pulse (as if the piece were in 4/8 meter) while playing at a slow tempo; this will give 

them more time to become familiar with the notes and to accurately play the accented notes that 

occur on the off-beat.  

Example 3-12: (a) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Busy Toccata,” mm. 9-11 

 
 

(b) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Busy Toccata,” mm. 18-21 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXTENDED PIANO TECHNIQUES 

Most contemporary composers are searching for ways to find new sonorities. 

Inspiration for these sonorities can come from many places, and over time this has led to the 

development of non-traditional playing techniques, many of which conceptualize the piano as a 

percussion instrument. Such creativity has also resulted in the development of non-traditional 

notations. Composers often add instructions or comments on how to execute these types of 

notations, but this is not always the case. Therefore, students must have some guidelines in this 

regard. Once they have learned some basic concepts about such notations, they can have a better 

idea of how to approach these unusual markings and symbols. Throughout Diemer’s two 

collections, she incorporates a variety of new playing techniques and non-traditional notations, 

which I analyze in the following sections. 

4.1 Non-Traditional Playing Techniques 

Treating the piano as a percussion instrument allows for a significant expansion of 

sounds and techniques. The adaptation of certain performing techniques from percussion 

instruments can be categorized into two types: techniques that are used either inside or outside of 

the piano. Composers have moved their attention to the strings inside the piano and have used 

them to create many unconventional playing techniques. The standard methods of interior 

playing involve plucking, striking, dampening the strings, and executing glissandi. All these 

techniques involve using the performer's hands, but they can also require the pianist to use 

objects, such as percussion mallets.30 When involving the exterior part of the piano, the 

30 Chia-Shan Yang, “Exploring New Techniques in Contemporary Piano Music: A Guide for the Intermediate-Grade 
Student” (DMA document, University of Washington, 2004), 10. 
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performer uses both the fingers and the entire arm. Composers have also used expanded playing 

methods such as tapping, clapping, and holding with various body parts. Throughout these two 

collections, Diemer incorporates several extended piano techniques: 1) clapping, 2) striking the 

piano, 3) dampening the strings, and 4) playing tone clusters. Despite their apparent complexity, 

these are all suitable for intermediate-level students.  

4.1.1 Editorial Notes on “A Harp in the Sky” and “Wind in the West,” from Travels  
Through Sound 
 
The editor provided some valuable notes for “A Harp in the Sky” and “Wind in the 

West.” The first part is a comprehensive guide on how to dampen the strings inside the piano 

(see Example 4-1). Dampening the strings can modify sonorities, and generally speaking, 

students need to apply gentle pressure on the strings, as they are somewhat sensitive. Although 

the sound of dampened tones could vary between dry and slightly airy depending on the hand 

pressure used, students should cover the strings carefully. Diemer used “open rectangular bars” 

to indicate dampening of the strings on a given pitch. I suggest drawing two notes, one across the 

bottom line of a rectangle (which indicates C) and another one across the top line (which 

indicates E); this will show that one hand needs to cover all the strings from C to E (C-C#-D-D#-

E). 
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Example 4-1: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, Editorial Notes 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

4.1.2 “A Harp in the Sky,” from Travels Through Sound 

The primary emphasis of this piece is dampening the strings. There are three types of 

rectangular boxes in the left-hand part (see Example 4-2). The first position (D to A-flat) works 

as a center point, and one can easily move to the other two positions (Low E-A-flat and Middle 

C-E). Students should first find the precise strings corresponding to the keys they wish to 

dampen, and then experiment with hand pressure to figure out how to create the right tone. Since 

the piece is intended to imitate the harp, students should dampen with a light pressure, so that the 

overall tone properly conveys the mood evoked by the piece’s title. Diemer suggests holding 
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down the pedal throughout the piece, but I would encourage students to change the pedal 

whenever a movement is needed to go from one dampened position to another. Diemer also 

switches the dampened hand from left to right at the end. Although the rectangular box is 

positioned to include the pitches E to G, she added a performance instruction that students should 

dampen just the note C, showing that strings can be dampened with the fingertips rather than the 

palm.  

4.1.3 “Black is the Color,” from Reaching Out 

This is a suitable piece to learn clapping techniques. Intermediate students are often 

overwhelmed when they see key signatures that have many sharps or flats. Although this piece 

has six flats, Diemer only used four notes (D-flat, A-flat, B-flat, and E-flat) in the entire piece, 

which allows the performer’s hands to stay in one position (see Example 4-3a). After clapping 

the different parts, students will have less difficulty finding their placement. Staccato markings 

should work as a preparation for clapping, since the performer’s hands will be up in the air after 

playing staccato notes. Nonetheless, students must not lift their hands too high from the 

keyboard while they are playing. In addition, rhythms should be counted in an eighth-note 

subdivision of the beat throughout the piece.  

Students should also pay attention to the notation of clapping techniques. Diemer uses an 

“X” marking to denote both tapping the music rack (see Example 4-3b) and clapping (see 

Example 4-3a). Students should therefore be aware that one notation symbol can be used with 

different but similar techniques.  
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Example 4-2: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Harp in the Sky,” mm. 1-17 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 4-3: (a) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Black is the Color,” mm. 1-4 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

(b) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Old Spanish Town,” mm. 1-4 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

4.2 Tone Clusters  

Tone clusters are by far the best-known and most widely used non-traditional technique 

in contemporary music. A tone cluster consists of the conjunction of consecutive, multiple notes 

that can involve white keys, black keys, or both.31 A cluster can be played with the fist, fingers, 

forearms, entire arm, or even foreign objects. Although tone clusters would appear to be 

straightforward and easy to execute, teachers should guide students on how to play them, 

especially on the ideal position for whichever body part or parts are being used.32 In general, 

                                                 
31 Richmond. 
32 Johnson, 29. 
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cluster symbols usually appear as blocks with thick vertical lines to indicate the pitch range. The 

rhythm is determined by the cluster’s shape and/or color. 

4.2.1 “Fist Dance” from Travels Through Sound 

“Fist Dance” is an introductory piece about the tone clusters, suitable even for students at 

the beginner level. As the title denotes, Diemer introduces four-note tone clusters that are to be 

played on the keyboard with the fist (see Example 4-4). Depending on the student’s hand size, 

the fist may need to be positioned either horizontally or vertically. Students should maintain the 

same hand position once they find a proper way to cover four notes. Since the chords in this 

piece are relatively close together, students should be careful not to hit other notes. This piece 

also features the use of asymmetric meter and shifting accents.  

Example 4-4: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Fist Dance,” mm. 1-3 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

4.2.2 “Hazy Afternoon,” from Travels Through Sound 

After introducing four-note clusters in “Fist Dance,” Diemer presents five-note clusters in 

both block and broken forms (see Example 4-5). Unlike “Fist Dance,” these clusters are to be 

played with the fingers. Students may practice all clusters as pentatonic scales in order to become 

more comfortable when playing all five notes at once.  
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Example 4-5: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Hazy Afternoon,” mm. 1-12 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

Diemer added a “Do not use pedal” note at the beginning. However, this seems to refer to 

the damper pedal. In order to portray more accurately the ppp dynamic marking, students should 

use the soft pedal. The entire piece is built using only two chords: E-F-G-A-B in the right hand 

and A-flat-B-flat-C-D-flat-E-flat in the left hand. The combination of these two clusters, 

combined with two playing styles, extreme dynamics (ppp), and different registers, creates a 

veiled sound that is consistent with the piece’s title. 
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4.2.3 “Jazz Echoes,” from Travels Through Sound 

Diemer incorporates three new forms of clusters in this piece: 1) clusters that involve a 

new notation and which are written for white keys only, 2) clusters that require using the entire 

arm, and 3) clusters that are to be pressed silently. There are various ways to notate white-note 

clusters (see Example 4-6), but typically these are shown as a blank rectangle.  

Example 4-6: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Jazz Echoes,” mm. 1-7 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

At times, Diemer uses such a rectangular shape with recognizable notes; however, she also adds 

instructions in order not to limit the specific range. Silently depressed keys, where dampers are 

raised but the strings are not struck by the hammers, allow for a sympathetic vibration of the 

strings.33 This creates an echo effect on the short motives played by the right hand. This is 

usually not difficult for intermediate students, but reaching the high register with the right hand 

might be uncomfortable for those with a small body frame. Students should understand the 

                                                 
33 Yang, 7. 
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concept that playing this type of repertoire will involve not always having a traditional body 

position, sitting with a straight back. For example, they should make sure not to lean too far 

forward and to the left side in order to reach the A in m. 6 with the right hand. Since the cluster 

must be held throughout the piece, it is essential to find a comfortable position that allows the 

right hand to feel free while playing. One of the jazz elements in this piece also involves shifting 

accents. To increase rhythmic accuracy, I suggest students to count in eighth notes.  

4.2.4  “Anger,” from Reaching Out 

The primary skill that intermediate students can learn from this piece is playing a five-

note cluster (see Example 4-7). Students may try two different ways to play clusters: the 

traditional way with five fingers on the white keys, or playing five notes with the fist. Playing 

these clusters softly is also a challenge. Students should keep their hands close to the keys and 

use the soft pedal. The piece also features tritones. Although the tritone (D-G#) is not a new 

harmony, Diemer uses it throughout the composition to evoke anger. 

Example 4-7: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Anger,” mm. 9-15 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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4.2.5 “Teasing,” from Reaching Out 

The primary challenge of this piece is its three-note clusters, particularly the running 

three-note cluster (see Example 4-8a). Students must make sure to play all three notes together, 

but they should also pay attention not to hit any neighboring notes. Therefore, the same 

fingerings (1-2-3) should be used throughout the entire piece. The asymmetrical division can also 

be challenging (see Example 4-8b). For rhythmic accuracy, counting with eighth notes is 

necessary, especially during rests.   

Example 4-8: (a) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Teasing,” mm. 17-19 

 
 

(b) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Teasing,” mm. 8-13 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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4.3 Non-Traditional Notation 

Learning how to read new notational symbols is a necessary first step to accurately 

interpret contemporary music. As non-traditional notation is a form of visual representation, its 

meaning is not always easy to understand. Beginners should read the five comprehensive charts 

of new notations in Ellen Thompson’s Teaching and Understanding Contemporary Piano 

Music.34 Although this resource is a useful starting tool for students to learn about contemporary 

notation style, different composers can use some symbols differently. 

Nonetheless, certain symbols are more common than others, and students should become 

acquainted with them. Throughout Diemer’s two collections, students can explore notes in 

triangular and diamond shapes (for dampened strings), upward and downward symbols (for 

rolled chords), rectangular boxes (for clusters), and beamed accelerandi and ritardandi. Students 

should pay attention to any specific instructions provided by the composer regarding these 

symbols.  

4.3.1 “The Guitar,” from Travels Through Sound 

Diemer introduces rolled-chord symbols to evoke the strumming of a guitar (see Example 

4-9). She uses these rolled chords in both directions, downwards (type 1) and upwards (type 2). 

Although students may not be familiar with this notation, it is similar to a traditional arpeggiated 

chord. Typically, students arpeggiate chords upward, so downward-rolled chords may be a 

challenge. To practice this, students should first play at an extremely slow tempo. Another 

suggestion is to try playing the motive in mm. 1-2 backwards and then slowly increase the tempo 

using a metronome in order to play the rolled chords evenly and smoothly. Once students 

                                                 
34 Thompson, 174–77. 
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understand this notation, they must pay attention to other elements such as asymmetric division 

(3+3+2) and alternating meters (4/4 and 2/3).  

4.3.2 Editorial Notes on “A Harp in the Sky” and “Wind in the West,” from Travels  
Through Sound 
 
The second part of the editorial notes in this volume explains the notation of beamed 

accelerandi and ritardandi (see Example 4-10). Intermediate-level students are probably familiar 

with both terms, but they may not necessarily be comfortable with this non-traditional way of 

notating them. Visually, the beamed accelerandi and ritardandi have a similar shape to the 

traditional symbols for crescendo and decrescendo, respectively. Students need to observe that 

the accelerandi are generally accompanied by crescendo and the ritardandi by decrescendo, but 

not always. 

Example 4-9: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “The Guitar,” mm. 1-16 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 4-10: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, Editorial Notes 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

4.3.3 “Wind in the West,” from Travels Through Sound 

This piece features the use of multiple non-traditional notations: 1) dampened strings, 2) 

beamed accelerandi and ritardandi, and 3) aleatoric indications (see Example 4-11). The 

atmosphere of the work is free and unstructured, as the title implies. Since the work requires a 

dampened-string technique, students must practice it on a grand piano. Diemer also asks to hold 

the pitches A-sharp and C-sharp, so students must be able to find the corresponding strings and 

place their fingers on top of them instead of using the palm. Beamed accelerandi and ritardandi 

create a sweeping, wind-like feeling, enhanced by the lack of a time signature. Intermediate 

students may find it a challenge to simultaneously control gradual changes in both speed and 

dynamics. Students may use the soft pedal at the beginning of the accelerandi, which allows a 

wider range of gradual dynamic changes.  
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Example 4-11: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Wind in the West,” beginning of the piece 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

4.3.4 “Echo Dream,” from Reaching Out 

“Echo Dream” is a short and straightforward piece featuring dampened tones. Diemer 

used triangular shapes to represent shorter note values (eighth notes and quarter notes) and 

diamond shapes to represent longer note values (half notes). These indicate when tones should be 
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dampened. Attention should also be given to the specific direction of each shape, as it refers to 

the dampening of strings in front of the tuning pins (see Example 4-12). Before playing this 

piece, students should be able to identify the strings that correspond to the written notes. 

Although Diemer suggests performing this piece at a slow tempo, it is difficult for beginners to 

play while simultaneously moving the left hand from the keyboard to the inside of the piano. The 

left hand should therefore be released as soon as possible, so that students can prepare the next 

hand position. The sound will be sustained with the damper pedal, which allows the left hand to 

anticipate the next notes. Diemer uses only two types of dynamic markings in this piece (p and 

pp). Intermediate students may find it challenging to clearly differentiate between piano and 

pianissimo. The piece can thus serve as a good opportunity to introduce the use of the soft pedal, 

which can be used in mm. 4, 13, and 18.  

4.3.5 “Waves” from Reaching Out 

After students learn about beamed accelerandi and ritardandi, they can practice applying 

them in an actual piece. At the beginning of “Waves,” the two-measure phrases depict the tide’s 

rising and ebbing. It is important to play this piece fluently while not losing control of gradual 

changes in speed. Adding accents on the first note of the second measure in each phrase can help 

students control the tempo without losing their place (see Example 4-13). This also prevents 

accidentally playing extra notes. Students should change the pedal every bar in mm. 9-12 in 

order to bring out the bass progression.  
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Example 4-12: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Echo Dream,” mm. 1-20 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 4-13: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Waves,” mm. 1-8 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TEXTURE AND SONORITY 

According to the Grove Music Online, the term “texture” in music refers to “the sound 

aspects of musical structure.”35 New techniques and sonorities have resulted in new textures in 

modern compositions. Contemporary textures include widely spaced sonorities, extreme 

registers, and fragmentation.36 Diemer’s most distinct contribution to the piano pedagogy 

repertoire is her blending of elements from both present and past. For instance, Diemer combines 

contrapuntal procedures and extreme dissonances into the same work. Her compositional style 

makes contemporary music more approachable for intermediate students.  

5.1 Wide Ranging Sonorities and Extreme Registers 

By using the full range of the piano, contemporary composers increased the distance that 

both hands had to move, either together or separately.37 There are a few ways to incorporate 

extreme registers in piano music. This can be done by adding another staff line, changing clefs, 

or using extreme ledger lines. Students must be proficient at reading all these details in a score in 

order to notice abrupt changes. They should also work on moving and preparing the upcoming 

positions in order to maintain the fluidity of the music.38 Since registers are widely spread out, 

students must develop a technique that allows them to execute large leaps. Studying the phrasing, 

chord progressions, sequences and repetitions will enable intermediate students to move more 

easily. The character of music can become fragmented when playing short motives due to the 

35 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Texture,” accessed May 21, 2019. 
36 Thompson, 135. 
37 Thompson,147. 
38 Johnson, 29. 
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nature of big leaps, so it is essential that students recognize and strive to maintain the leading 

melodic line.  

5.1.1 “In a High Steeple,” from Travels Through Sound 

In mm. 1-2, there are chords made out of two fourth-intervals. This piece begins with a 

combination of two fourth chords (see Example 5-1). Since both hands are staying in a close 

position, using the proper fingering will prevent disruptions in the flow. I suggest using different 

fingerings between m. 2 and m. 3 (see Example 5-1). Instead of using the fingering 2-5 for the 

right hand, I suggest using the fingering 1-3 in both hands for strong sforzandi and accents. Since 

the piece should sound like “bells,” students may hold the pedal for longer periods of time; I 

suggest changing it every two measures. This is a relatively easy piece to learn, but students will 

gain ample experience by having both hands play in high registers throughout the piece.  

Example 5-1: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “In a High Steeple,” mm. 1-6 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.2 “In a Deep Cave,” from Travels Through Sound 

As the title implies, the primary challenge of this piece is exploring a wide range and 

coping with the extreme register changes (see Example 5-2). Diemer plays around with major 
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seconds throughout the entire piece. The work begins with a unison chord progression in an 

extremely low register between both hands, but then she incorporates “contemporary sonorities” 

by way of a chromatic movement between the black keys D-flat and E-flat, and the white keys D 

and E. The switch in registers in this piece becomes extreme, crossing over five octaves. First, 

students should recognize that each hand goes to the same notes in different registers (see 

Example 5-2). Holding the pedal longer allows students to release their hands earlier. Another 

practicing suggestion is using the soft pedal at the beginning for four measures as well as at the 

end from m. 18 onwards. Students should be careful to observe the pp dynamic, as playing in the 

low register with the damper pedal and playing a glissando in the high register can easily 

increase the sound.  

5.1.3 “The Kangaroo,” from Travels Through Sound  

This piece incorporates a variety of contemporary techniques, such as leaping positions, 

syncopations, and irregular phrases (see Example 5-3a). The most demanding technique involves 

a constant leap in positions through a wide range of the keyboard while playing at a fast tempo. 

Imitating the movement of a kangaroo, students must lift their hands when they have rests and 

immediately following the ends of slurs. Intermediate students can also practice tremolos, 

glissandi, and running scales. The presence of these elements makes the music interesting, but 

conveying the proper character requires a delicate articulation. For the left-hand accented note on 

running scales, I suggest using thumb to emphasize accents. Also, students may play running 

scales with the right hand and play the last note with left hand thumb again (see Examples V-3b 

and V-3c). Intermediate students might have no experience playing tremolos, so they could 

consider this particular one as a written-out trill.  
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Example 5-2: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “In a Deep Cave,” mm. 1-20 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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Example 5-3: (a) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “The Kangaroo,” mm. 21-33 

 
 

(b) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “The Kangaroo,” mm. 3-4 
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(c) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “The Kangaroo,” m. 23 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.4 “Bells on a Starry Night,” from Travels Through Sound 

The main challenges of this piece relate to the quick changes in hand positions, because 

the clefs change every single measure (see Example 5-4). Although the hands continuously cross 

over a wide range of the keyboard, the piece is suitable for intermediate students because there 

are only three kinds of chords that alternate (see Example 5-4). The first and second chords have 

the same notes in a different register, so students should focus on moving their hand positions 

when they practice. Holding the pedal for a longer time will help students release both hands in 

advance of these changing positions, in addition to creating a resonant sound reminiscent of 

“bells.” An alternative pedaling would be to change the pedal every four measures, so that the 

third chord (m. 7) can stand out rather than overlap with the other two chords.  
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Example 5-4: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Bells on a Starry Night,” mm. 1-16 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.5 “Another Moonlight Serenade,” from Reaching Out 

Students will experience alternating clefs through playing this piece. The work also 

includes leaping positions and hand crossing. Finding the proper fingerings will contribute to a 

smooth performance, given the naturally uncomfortable hand positions that occur in the work. 

First, I suggest students use the fingering 1-3 for the chords in mm. 2 and 4 (see Example 5-5a). 

In order to reach the F-sharp in these measures while using the thumb, students need to twist the 

wrist, which is somewhat awkward because of the crossing hand position. Second, the suggested 

fingering for the phrase in mm. 12-15 is 1-4 for every chord. This is an inefficient fingering as it 

not only lacks fluency, but it also increases the risk of hitting wrong notes while the left hand 

continuously moves positions. Students may use the following fingerings for these intervals: 1-3, 

2-5, 1-3, 2-5, and 1-3 (see Example 5-5b).  
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Example 5-5: (a) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Another Moonlight Serenade,” mm. 1-4 

 
 

(b) Diemer, Reaching Out, “Another Moonlight Serenade,” mm. 13-16 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.6 “Remembering,” from Reaching Out 

This piece uses a wide-range register along with crossing hand positions (see Example 5-

6). Students should focus on recognizing clef changes, especially when the left hand crosses 

above the right hand (m. 7). Bringing down the right hand’s wrist position lower than usual will 

allow the left hand to have more space and freedom. Other important contemporary features 

include the use of asymmetric meter (5/4) and alternating meters (5/4, 6/4, and 3/4). Regarding 

grace notes in the left hand, students may play the grace notes on the third beat until they are 

more comfortable with the 5/4 meter.  
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Example 5-6: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Remembering,” mm. 1-10 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.7 “Reaching Out,” from Reaching Out 

Intermediate students may have never experienced three staves in piano music. Having 

three staves is generally atypical at any level, but composers may use the additional stave when 

they are employing a wide register or more than four parts. In “Reaching Out,” students must go 

to the very top staff with the left hand as soon as they finish playing the bottom staff, and they 

should use the second finger in order to accurately reach the top staff notes (see Example 5-7). 

The left-hand reach becomes broader with each phrase, so intermediate students have an 

opportunity to explore the piano’s full range. For dynamics, I suggest using the una corda pedal 

only for the measures marked pp (mm. 1, 3,5, 7, and 10).  
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Example 5-7: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Reaching Out,” mm. 1-10  

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.1.8 “Hand Over Hand,” from Reaching Out 

This is a good piece for middle-intermediate students to gain experience with widely 

spaced registers. The work can be divided into two parts: one that involves crossing the hands 

over a wide-ranging register and another that features invertible counterpoint within a close 
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register (see Example 5-8). As the title “Hand over Hand” implies, chords are played across 

registers by crossing both hands (mm. 1-4). When playing Part I of the wide-range register, I 

suggest keeping the same 1-3-5 fingering in both hands. For the close-register section, I suggest 

changing the fingering from 1-3-5 to 1-2-4, which works better to avoid readjusting the hand 

position and to create the linear sound for the invertible counterpoint. By alternating fingerings, 

both hands will stay close to the keyboard, allowing students to play the chords softly.  

Example 5-8: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Hand Over Hand,” mm. 1-7 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.2 New Sonorities with Inspiration from the Past 

Diemer’s musical style can often change from very conservative to highly innovative.39 

She states that in her style she “bounced back and forth between the neo-Classic ideal, believing 

                                                 
39 LePage, 59. 
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it is the most durable and the neo-Romantic, believing it is the most personal.”40 Her lifelong 

relationship with the organ, as well as church music, inspired a Baroque-like complexity in her 

compositions, but she remained open to new techniques and ideas. Combining these two 

different styles allowed her to introduce modern sonorities within more traditional textures. Each 

of the pieces in these two collections provides students with an opportunity to distinguish and 

understand stylistic elements from both past and present.   

5.2.1 “A Rainy Saturday,” from Travels Through Sound 

The piece incorporates expressive melodies reminiscent of “A Rainy Saturday.” Diemer 

plays with one motivic idea in three different ways, at the same time providing a two-measure 

ostinato. Using two different tonalities within the ostinato is a contemporary feature of this 

piece. More specifically, this involves a minor-seventh chord B-(D)-F#-A and a major-seventh 

chord G-(B)-D-F# (see Example 5-9).  

Example 5-9: Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “A Rainy Saturday,” mm. 1-12 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
                                                 
40 Schlegel, 25. 
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When students play this piece, they should attempt to recreate a “Romantic-type” sound; at the 

same time, they should pay attention to tone and phrasing while alternating major and minor 

sonorities in the left hand. Students must use the damper pedal throughout the piece for legato 

purposes, but they should change it every measure because of the many changes in tonality.  

5.2.2 “Sailing on a Quiet Sea,” from Travels Through Sound 

This piece is all about evoking a particular mood and creating an atmosphere. However, 

the work does not feature traditional chord progressions or cadences (mm. 3-4), making it sound 

rather modern. In order to express the scenery that Diemer is evoking, the entire piece must stay 

mostly piano and pianissimo (see Example 5-10a). I also suggest changing the fingerings in the 

chords in mm. 2, 4, and 6 of the right hand, in order to have less movement. In addition, students 

should use the soft pedal to achieve a more precise level of dynamics in the sound, which can 

then reflect the feeling of a gently moving boat. 

Example 5-10: (a) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Sailing on a Quiet Sea,” mm. 1-6 
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(b) Diemer, Travels Through Sound, “Sailing on a Quiet Sea,” mm. 29-41 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Travels Through Sound. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 2012. 

Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

Towards the ends (see Example 5-10b), Diemer uses changing meters to describe the feeling of 

“sailing away” (mm. 30-41). In order to accurately execute the rhythm, students should continue 

to count three beats throughout, even in measures where the time signature changes to 6/8.   

5.2.3 “Answering,” from Reaching Out 

Notably, this piece is both in major and minor tonality, represented through a “call and 

response” structure (see Example 5-11). Diemer also incorporates invertible counterpoint 

between two of the phrases (mm. 1-4 and mm. 5-8). This older technique is juxtaposed with the 

modern use of two tonalities (D major and G minor). Students should be sensitive about 

dynamics in order to distinguish between the major and minor sonorities. Changing the pedal 

every two measures will help connect the musical lines.  
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Example 5-11: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Answering,” mm. 1-8 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.2.4 “Minor Serenade,” from Reaching Out 

This is a sister piece to “A Rainy Saturday” in expressiveness; in addition, the sonorities 

in both works appear to have been inspired by music from the Romantic period. The composition 

also uses two contemporary elements. The first is a syncopated half-note in the left hand (see 

Example 5-12). In order to emphasize the syncopation, students need to bring out the inner 

voicing (D-C-D). Diemer creates a three-note tone cluster by adding one note at a time. The 

piece could also be a good introduction to tone clusters for intermediate students who are not yet 

familiar with the cluster sound.  
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Example 5-12: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Minor Serenade,” mm. 1-4 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
 

5.2.5 “Icicles,” from Reaching Out 

Diemer composed this piece based on a three-note imitation of two chords: E-flat, B-flat, 

and A-flat in the right hand, and C, G, F in the left hand (see Example 5-13). She used these as 

both block chords and arpeggios. A minor-third interval between both hands appears consistently 

throughout the piece, creating “modern” sonorities. The piece helps students become familiar 

with dissonant sounds. It also provides an opportunity to practice “call and response” with both 

hands. The lengths of rests between the imitations are not consistent, so students could count 

eighth notes in order to be rhythmically consistent. Although Diemer did not provide specific 

fingerings for any of the chords, I suggest using 1-2-3 for the right-hand chords. This will help 

students to play forte passages more effectively, create stronger accents when the chords are 

blocked, and keep the broken chords steady. 
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Example 5-13: Diemer, Reaching Out, “Icicles,” mm. 1-7 

 
Diemer, Emma Lou. Reaching Out, for Solo Piano. Fort Lauderdale, FL: The FJH Music Company, Inc., 

2012. Reproduced with permission from The FJH Music Company. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The Travels Through Sound and Reaching Out collections reflect Emma Lou Diemer’s 

dedication to pedagogical works for the piano and her enthusiasm for creating them. Both her 

enthusiasm and her expertise are reflected in the various styles that inspired her, which include 

many kinds and periods of classical music. The craftsmanship in these compositions contributes 

to making them highly innovative. In addition, there are various important features that make 

both of these collections unique. Diemer realized the lack of existing contemporary repertoire for 

intermediate students from her teaching and was intent on expanding it. This valuable 

contribution is the result of her lifetime experience and her belief that it is important to compose 

music for all levels of skill.  

By studying and playing these collections, students should build up a basic sense of 

contemporary music and gain experience of contemporary playing techniques and knowledge of 

non-traditional notations. The experience of studying these collections will foster confidence in 

students and further future opportunities to perform contemporary music at a more advanced 

level. Moreover, Diemer composed “well-balanced” pieces that bring both enjoyment and 

challenge. For intermediate students building and improving their foundation of contemporary 

music, it is essential to keep interest high rather than discourage by being extreme. Therefore, her 

solo piano collections, which encompass numerous contemporary techniques in diverse styles 

and at several levels, deserve attention from students are seeking to immerse themselves in 

contemporary music. Even for advanced-level students who have never experienced 

contemporary music, these collections could be beneficial to be exposed to, so they can gain 
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knowledge about the music, learn something about the techniques, experience the music’s 

character. 

I hope that this study has demonstrated Diemer’s perceptiveness as an educator and 

composer. Also, I trust that this study can be a useful pedagogical tool for intermediate students 

to educate themselves about contemporary techniques and how to incorporate them in their piano 

studies. The Travels Through Sound and Reaching Out collections are a valuable resource for 

intermediate-level piano students. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLES OF PIECES IDENTIFIED WITH LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY
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In both collections, the pieces are organized by level of difficulty. The arrangement 

depends on certain subjective musical elements, such as character, mood, and sound, as well as 

performance techniques. Therefore, the placement of some of the pieces, as they relate to these 

techniques, might be questionable. Thus, I have reorganized each of the pieces into three levels; 

early, middle, and late intermediate, following what I consider a more precise assessment of the 

performance techniques that are used in each of the works. In addition, I also categorized the 

works, again by order of difficulty, based on the specific techniques that appear in each piece, 

namely rhythm and meter, extended techniques, and texture and sonority.  

Table A-1: Table of Contents in the Original Published Score of Travels Through Sound 

No. Title Appropriate/Required Level 

1 Over and Over Early - Rhythm and Meter 
2 Fist Dance Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
3 Hazy Afternoon Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
4 Jazz Echoes Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
5 The Guitar Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
6 Old Spanish Town Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
7 A Rainy Saturday Early - Texture and Sonority 
8 In a High Steeple Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
9 In a Deep Cave Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
10 Contemplation Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
11 Go Fourth Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
12 A Harp in the Sky Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
13 Wind in the West Late - Extended Piano Techniques 
14 Sailing on a Quiet Sea Mid - Texture and Sonority 
15 Out of Africa Late - Rhythm and Meter 
16 The Kangaroo Late - Texture and Sonority 
17 Bells on a Starry Night Mid - Texture and Sonority 
18 We Won the Race! Late - Rhythm and Meter 
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Table A-2: Table of Contents in the Original Published Score of Reaching Out 

No. Title/Original Order Appropriate Level/Required 
Technique 

1 Slow, Sad Waltz Early - Rhythm and Meter 
2 Happy Dance Early - Rhythm and Meter 
3 Answering Early - Texture and Sonority 
4 Echo Dream Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
5 Drumming It Up Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
6 Waves Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
7 Minor Serenade Mid - Texture and Sonority 
8 Anger Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
9 Another Moonlight Serenade Late - Texture and Sonority 
10 Black is the Color Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
11 Icicles Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
12 Remembering Late - Extended Piano Techniques 
13 Reaching Out Early - Extended Piano Techniques 
14 Teasing Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
15 Hand Over Hand Mid - Extended Piano Techniques 
16 Surprises Mid - Rhythm and Meter 
17 Chatter Late - Rhythm and Meter 
18 Busy Toccata Late - Rhythm and Meter 
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Table A-3. Contemporary Techniques Listed by Level of Difficulty in Travels Through Sound 
(T.T.S.) and Reaching Out (R.O.) 

Contemporary 
Elements Piece Collection Overall Level 

Asymmetric  
Division 

Over and Over 
Fist Dance 
Slow, Sad Waltz 
Happy Dance 
The Guitar 
Contemplation 
Icicles 
Old Spanish Town 

T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 

Early 
Early 
Early 
Early 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 

Changing or 
Alternating Meter 

Drumming It Up 
Go Fourth 
Remembering 
Chatter 
Out of Africa 
We Won the Race! 

R.O. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 

Mid 
Mid 
Late 
Late 
Late 
Late 

Percussive  
Effects 

Drumming It Up 
Go Fourth 
Anger 
Surprises 
Out of Africa 
Chatter 
Busy Toccata 
We Won the Race! 

R.O. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 

Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
Late 
Late 
Late 
Late 

Non-Traditional  
Playing Techniques 

Jazz Echoes 
Old Spanish Town 
Echo Dream 
Waves 
Wind in the West 
Black it the Color 
The Kangaroo 

T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
            R.O. 
T.T.S. 
R.O 
T.T.S. 

Early 
Mid 
Early 
             Mid 
Late 
Mid 
Late 

Tone Clusters Fist Dance 
A Harp in the Sky 
Hazy Afternoon 
Jazz Echoes 
Anger 
Teasing 

T.T.S. 
           T.T.S. 
           T.T.S 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
R.O. 

Early 
Early 
Mid 
Early 
Mid 
Mid 

Non-Traditional 
Notation 

Jazz Echoes 
Echo Dream 
The Guitar 
Old Spanish Town 
A Harp in the Sky 
Waves 
Wind in the West 

T.T.S. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 

Early 
Early 
Mid 
Mid 
Early 
Mid 
Late 
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Contemporary 
Elements Piece Collection Overall Level 

Black is the Color R.O. Mid 
Wide Ranging  
Sonorities 

Reaching Out 
Hand over Hand 
In a High Steeple 
In a Deep Cave 
Another Moonlight 
Serenade 
Bells on a Starry Night 
Remembering 
Chatter 
Out of Africa 
The Kangaroo 

R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 

Early 
Mid 
Early 
Mid 
Late 
 
Mid 
Late 
Late 
Late 
Late 

New Sonorities 
From the Past 

Slow Sad Waltz 
Answering 
Sailing on a Quiet Sea 
Hand over Hand 
A Rainy Saturday 
Minor Serenade 
Another Moonlight 
Serenade 
Contemplation 
Bells on a Starry Night 
Icicles 

R.O. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 
R.O. 
 
T.T.S. 
T.T.S. 
R.O. 

Early 
Early 
Mid 
Mid 
Early 
Mid 
Late 
 
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
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APPENDIX B 

LETTER OF PERMISSION
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